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TECHNOLOGY & EQUIPMENT
A flipchart, pads, pens, whiteboard and an office-kit are included with the
room when you book a meeting at our facility.
All of our premises have plenty of electrical outlets so that you can
easily charge your computer, telephone and to plug in additional
technology. Of course we offer free wireless Internet when you are with us!
A projector, which is included in the price, is mounted in the ceiling of
all our premises. We also offer 2 portable projectors at the hotel.
OH-projectors… do they still exist? Yes! We have 2 of them left to take out
if you need them. Conference telephones, speaker, microphone, TV,
VHS-player, DVD-player, CD-player… We will help you to get the technology
you need!

EXERCISE
Do you wish to exercise when you are staying with us? Right outside the
hotel, there is a fabulous walkway that extends along lake Mälaren. It is
perfect for a nice walk or a run.
During winter time, lake Mälaren freezes over really nicely and there is a
plowed track for you who wishes to bring your skates. If you prefer to work
out at a gym, we can recommend a visit to SATS or Timeout, which offers both
exercising and a spa. Both facilities is only a short walk
from 32 rum & kök.

ACTIVITIES
You probably do not need to sit in meetings all of your time here, and at
32 rum & kök you can make the most of your leisure time. A cup of coffee for
example will taste just as good in the garden as during rowing and during
winter time the ice is very inviting so do not forget your skates.
If you want to stay on dry land, you can explore the charming alleys of
Sigtuna on a tour of the city. You can also go on a chocolate or drink
tasting or play boule in our garden. We have a wide range of things to offer
you and are very willing to help you to book the right activities for you.

